The effect of light refraction in a galaxy's halo of dark matter, described by profiles of Navarro-Frenk-White and Burkert, was considered. Powers of the Cherenkov radiation for the refractive indexes of gravitational fields with these profiles were calculated. It was shown that correspondent radiation temperature in the X-rays diapason have the magnitude about 6 10 K T  . It was also marked that its detection may be the criteria on choosing the preferable dark matter density distribution in a galaxy.
Introduction
The substance refracting index, as it well known, is the value that equals to ratio between phase velocities in vacuum and in a given media. However, if any charge particle whose group velocity v in a media is larger than the phase velocity in this substance c , i.e. v c  the specific electromagnetic radiation appears. The theory of such radiation-the Cherenkov radiation-was given in the references [1, 2] , for example.
The generalization of Cherenkov radiation on a gravitational field presence was given in monograph [3] . For the Schwarzschild field this radiation characterizes by the upper boundary frequency
Note that this effect is very small and may be detected in the very strong gravitational field. (It is necessary cite the article [4] where it was shown that if a charged particle will move in the external gravitational field along the geodesic line it creates the Cherenkov radiation also, but for the case of field's nonzero Ricci tensor.)
By the way, the problems of searching the electromagnetic radiation's and light rays' behavior not only in the local weak gravitational fields but on the cosmological scales also, where got the essential development at last time. For this it is enough to mention the searching on the gravitational microlensing of stars' halo of dark matter. In spite of the minuteness of angle images' separation (about 0.001") it is possible to detect the stars' brightness changing under the mutual movement of star, galaxy and observer at the microlensing process (see, for example [5] ).
Another aspects of the dark matter searching on the cosmological scales based on the different radiation processes studying in it, including the dynamics of cosmic rays in dark matter, where done in articles [6] [7] [8] [9] . Moreover, the searching of dark matter's properties on the small space scales where done in articles [10, 11] .
For example, the dark matter density in the vicinity of Sun was discussed in [11] . In this article authors derived the value of the dark matter density at the Sun's location without modeling the mass distribution in the Galaxy. For its deriving they based on the local equation of centrifugal equilibrium and took into account the shape of the dark matter density profile, knowledge of the rotation curve from the galaxy center out to the virial radius, and the uncertainties in the slope of the circular-velocity at the Sun location and the ratio between this radius and the length scale of the stellar exponential thin disk. Their result is   The influence of dark matter on the light rays' propa-gation in the Solar system was considered also. In fact, in article [12] the time delay effect (analog of the Shapiro effect) and the shift of light rays' frequency effect in the spherical-symmetric dark matter distribution where considered. But the shape of dark matter profile has been chosen a priori as
Here  and 0  are some constant parameters with the initial distance and dark matter density physical essences.
As for the index of dark matter density's profile k it was specified as -1, 0, and +1. In spite of the numerical minuteness of these effects (for example, 25 10 Hz
) just at the upper magnitude of dark matter density 16 3 0~1 0 g/cm   their possible physical application was aimed to improving the astronomical unit.
In our article the effect of light rays refraction in the dark matter's halo for its some profiles is considered and the corresponding Cherenkov radiation is searched. In the conclusion the powers of such radiation for optical, ultraviolet and X-ray frequency diapasons were estimated and the possibility of their detecting is discussed also.
The Spherical-Symmetric Model of Dark Matter Halo
The basic morphological elements of a galaxy are the nucleus, bulge, gaseous-dust disk, clouds of neutral hydrogen, stars cluster and galactic halo. Later on we'll focus our attention on the galactic halo only, because it contains the most part of galaxy's mass and consists preferably of the dark matter [13, 14] . Let's consider the spherical-symmetric model of dark matter halo. The spherical-symmetric interval of the gravitational field we write down in the standard form [15] 
In expressions (2) are the mass-energy density and pressure of dark matter, accordingly. The real expressions for mass-energy density and pressure are possible get by searching the rotational curves of galaxies. Meanwhile, the plausible space distribution for these expressions is possible get by the N-body simulation method. In fact, the profiles for dark matter energy [16] , temperature profiles [17] and some other characteristics of dark matter have been got by this method. In following as the current variable   r  in (1)-(3), we'll choose two profiles: Navarro-Frenk-White [18] and Burkert [19] , only. Concerning for concretizetion the pressure we set   0 p r  that relates to the well-known model of dark matter as ideal fluid (see, for example, [20] ).  Let's write down the Navarro-Frenk-White profile
Assuming that 0 r are the sizes of galaxy here, we may introduce the small parameter (2) and (3) and take into account the terms up to
Putting that in (1) ), with the needed accuracy we get
where , 1,2 i k  . As for the isotropic geodesic line the interval equals zero, it is easy find the gravitational field's refractive index
by introducing the speed of light in a media d d i i
 The Burkert profile be written down in the same designations is
In our next calculations, as in the previous subsection, we'll take into account terms of
Then with the needed accuracy we get
and
According these coefficients the interval of spherecalsymmetric gravitational field, produces by the Burkert profile, takes on the for
From (12) we get the final expression of refractive index for the corresponding gravitational field
The Cherenkov Radiation in a Galaxy's Halo of Dark Matter
The power of Cherenkov radiation at a frequency  describes by expression [1, 2]   2 2
where   n  is the dispersion refractive index, q the total charge of particles that moves with mean velocity v . As in our cases the refractive index depends on current coordinate r , but not on a frequency (the dispersion absence) than expression (14) simplifies  
That is why the last expression be applied to (8) and (13) take on the forms
For the following analyses of the gravitational analog of Cherenkov radiation we have to attract the wellknown mechanisms of charged particle creation in a The average Sun emits about 36 1.3 10  particles per second [21, 22] due to the wind. In spite of the vast number particles, this type of radiation couldn't be used for the estimation of Cherenkov radiation due to the fact that their velocities are radically smaller with respect to the speed of light and due to the minuteness of their flux.
However, the energy diapason of the solar cosmic rays at Sun flare is about 5 1 1 10 -10 eV that corresponds to their maximal velocities order of 6 10 m/s . Moreover, in this case the essentially stronger and the cosmic ray flux -its magnitude may be 6 2 1
10 cm sec      of order. But the dark matter does not influent practically on the cosmic rays propagation because the region of their movement is limiting by sizes of the Solar system, in particular.
More active in the aspect of the star's wind emission are the Wolf-Rayet stars. Their star's wind emits about three Sun masses per one million years. Therefore the rate of substance loss for Wolf-Rayet stars is 20 10 g/s M  that at seven orders larger than the rate of a substance loss for the star's wind. Beside, according to [23] the brightness for such type of stars at 5 6 10 -10 times larger than brightness of Sun. That is why the velocities of ionizing particles from these stars are essentially larger than from the quiet Sun and enrich magnitudes about 7 10 m/s . Moreover, a particles in the galactic space be undergo the additional acceleration by shock waves acquire the high and ultrahigh energies 15 19 10 -10 eV of order [24] . That is why their final velocities 7 10 m/s v become are comparing with the speed of light, also. And though the number of such particles is highly small-one particle per meter squared during one year on the Earththey may create the Cherenkov radiation at their traverse through the dark matter in principle.
Examination of (16) and (17) leads to the significant conclusion that from physical viewpoint the most interesting is the first expression because it includes the largest term we'll focus our searching on this term in (8) and estimate the magnitude of it, only. For doing this we must set the density 0  and take into account the following natural restriction
Note that in article [12] , mentioned above, the upper magnitude of cold dark matter's density is about 16 3 10 g/cm   . But such magnitude seem is too large because from the restriction given above it must be 18 3 0
. Remember that mean magnitude of dark matter's density in the Universe is 30 0.3~10    g/cm 3 . Hence, let the following interval for the dark matter's density takes place 
Further from (8) it follows that velocity of charged particle has the expression
Hence the interval of its numerical magnitudes is
According to argumentation mentioned above, we put that in halo of dark matter the charged particles can be accelerated up to the velocities 7 10 m/s v , too. Thus they will correspond to velocities of ionized particles from the Wolf-Rayet stars and satisfy the relation 1 10 v c  .
From these statements we get the magnitude of the dark matter's density central part
This estimation is at three orders smaller then the corresponding value argued in [12] . But last value, as it seems, is overvalued because the charged particle's velocity will tent to the speed of light at the density 16 3
. According this cause is overvaluing and magnitude of the dark matter's density central part 14 3 0~1 0 g/cm   that was argued in [25] . (Here we are not concerning the ultra light particles existence [2] and the results of novel experiment on their detection [26] .)
Now basing on these data we can estimate the possible magnitude of the Cherenkov radiation in the halo of dark matter for the different (visible, ultraviolet and X-rays) frequency diapasons.
Putting that the flux of high energy charged particles is uniform and isotropic it is possible to estimate the charge's quantity that falls down on the Earth during one year. Setting that Earth's radius is 9 10 cm E R , area of its hemisphere is 19 2 10 cm E S , than rate of particles changing is 25 
-cm
ChTel s (that is identical to increasing such telescope's sensitivity [27] ), it possible detect charge magnitude about
. As we are interesting the dark matter influence on the Cherenkov radiation then sum of two first terms in (17) at velocities closed to the speed of light will tend to zero. Hence, the looking for power radiation is
Putting here the orders of frequencies that relate to the visible   
accordingly.
As it seems the largest power of the Cherenkov radiation is for the X-rays diapason. That is why the energy order of 20 10 GeV  will emit during the particles' time crossing a galaxy 13 0 0~1 0 sec
Hence, the corresponding energy density in a halo will be , it is possible estimate the temperature of Cherenkov radiation. It largest order (X-ray diapason) is about 6 10 K T  that is closed to the temperature fluctuations of cosmic back-ground radiation 5 10 K T   [29] . Hence, it lies on the threshold of modern astrophysical measurements.
Conclusions
What is the physical essence have this type of radiation? Firstly, its detecting may be the criterion of choosing the preferable dark matter distribution in a galaxy. In fact, now there is number of other, except citing above, types of dark matter profiles. They were searched in many articles, for example in [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , etc. Though all of them are describing the structure of dark matter distribution in a galaxy-in dependence of its redshift, mass, sizes, and character of the evolution-it is desirable to have the general shape of such distribution. It is exactly giving the possibility of understanding the universal properties of the dark matter.
Secondly, in [36] it was shown that refracting index for the Einasto [30] dark matter profile is smaller then one. This fact is possible to interpret, probably, as the Cherenkov absorption in the dark matter. Hence, we get the additional perspectives for the dark matter searching because up to the present time it is considered that dark matter affects only gravitationally, and absorption processes in it was searched for the neutrino [37] , only.
Concerning the above type of radiation it is necessary to mention and some other articles.
So, in article [38] it was shown that high energy particles are traversing the Universe through the cosmic microwave background radiation can, in principle, emit the Cherenkov radiation. It was shown that the energy threshold for this radiation is extremely high and its intensity would be too low due to the low density of the "relic photons gas" and very weak interaction of two photons.
In articles [39] , this effect was also searched in the relic radiation field. For this media the refracting index was calculated in the framework of quantum electrodynamics. Its difference from the vacuum refracting index   1 n  was about 42 10   and is drastically smaller than in our case 13 min~1 0   . So, the Cherenkov radiation at the cosmological scales is preferable to search in the galaxy's dark matter halo, namely.
The possibility of searching dark matter properties by the Cherenkov telescopes usage have been discussed in the recent article [40] .
And last, the electronic publication of this article matter has been done in Reference [41] .
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